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out in a "downlink" configuration in which about 20-W spacecraft- ~I low-temperature optical elements from contamination. 
transmitted RF power illuminates the target of interest and thee 
perturbed signal is collected at an Earth receiving station. TheIl 
downlink configuration was dictated by the large throughput Of\\ 
received data, corresponding to a relatively large recording band H 
width (about 50 kHz) needed to capture the coherent and scattered P 
signal components in the presence of trajectory, ephemeris, and K 
measurement uncertainties. An alternative "uplink" configuration ~ 
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in which powerful Earth-based radio transmitters (20-200 kW) are !, If fully successful, the Clementine mission will return about 
used to illuminate the target and data are recorded onboard a: 3,000,000 lunar images and more than 5000 images of Geographos. 
spacecraft could enhance the measurements' signal-to-noise ratio" Effective scientific analyses of such large datasets require system-
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Radiative coolers are passive refrigeration devices for satellites 
and space probes that provide refrigeration for an infrared or other 
type of detector that operates at cryogenic temperatures. Typically 
a cooler can supply 20 m W of cooling at abOut 85 K, and over 500 
m W of cooling at about ] 65 K. The exact cooler temperatures and 
heat loads are dependent upon the clear field of view of the cooler-
./' to space. "'=:':::'-/''"'')1==='"'' 
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\~ Videos of Geographos;\' Clementine is expected to acquire 
.. ·th\\hJthl h contmuous Imagmg roug out e c osest approac sequence at 
Geographos with frame rates of 4.5 or 9 framesls. (For comparison, 
the highest frame rate on GaliIeo is 0.4 frame/s, and there was no 
imaging near closest approach to Gaspra.) The high frame rates and 
continuous imaging are ideal for production of computer "movies" 
of the flyby, which can be recorded onto video tapes. These movies 
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